The Shulman Center October 2020 Monthly e-Newsletter
Happy Halloween?
Celebrating The 28th Anniversary of C.A.S.A.
Cleptomaniacs And Shoplifters Anonymous
Life isn’t about finding yourself. Life is about creating yourself.
-George Bernard Shaw
A TV series on "theft addiction" has been put on hold but, hopefully, will be picked up next year!
Please Note Our Updated Website at:
www.theshulmancenter.com
Celebrating The 19th Year of Our e-Newsletter!
Thanks to our 3,000 subscribers for your continued interest & support!
During This Time of Social Distancing, Your Life Does Not Have To Be on Hold!
Specialized Therapy by Telephone or Video-Chat
Your Life Is Calling...
CALL US AT: 248-358-8508!

150-Question Online Shoplifting Assessment Tool
ANNOUNCING THE RECENT LAUNCH OF A NEW
150-QUESTION ONLINE SHOPLIFTING ASSESSMENT TOOL
DEVELOPED BY THE SHULMAN CENTER
WITH TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FROM ADE SOLUTIONS IN METRO-DETROIT

This is a rare and in-depth assessment tool and can be easily accessed online.
It takes about 20-30 minutes to complete and can be used by courts, therapists, and those who have
shoplifted. Once the questionnaire is completed and submitted, you will receive an immediate one-page
summary that tells you how severe a shoplifting problem you have, what type of shoplifter you are, and
what is your risk of reoffending in the future (low, medium, high, very high).

See: https://ade.solutions/shoplift.html
Read Recent Comprehensive Article from
MoneyGeek

See Recent Guardian UK Article on Why
Wealthy People Shoplift:

on Compulsive Shopping/Spending... I'm quoted
Click Here!

Mr. Shulman quoted as expert!
Click Here!

Listen to Mr. Shulman on a recent 100-minute
Podcast Interview

See Recent Free Press/USA Today Article on
Shopping/Shoplifting Addiction:

"White Collar Crime and Recovery" with 15 other

Mr. Shulman quoted as expert!

"convicts"
Click Here!

Click Here!

Listen to Mr. Shulman's 40-min Interiew

Listen to Mr. Shulman's Recent 45-minute
Audio Interview on Shoplifting Addiction:

Less Waves, More Ocean: Staying Calm in Covid Times
Click Here!

When Stealing Is A Drug!
Click Here!

See Recent 5-Minute Video on Shopping
Addiction on Cheddar:

See Dr. Oz's 15-minute July 9, 2019
Shoplifting Addiction Episode

Mr. Shulman quoted as expert!
Click Here!

Mr. Shulman Feature on The Show!
Click Here!

QUICK LINKS
Online Shopping Addiction in The Time of Covid Quarantine
White Collar Support Group Video Podcast Episode#1
Shopping Addiction and Holidays
Guardian UK Article: Rich Robbers
NYPost Shopping Addiction Article
Dr. Oz July 9, 2019 Episode on Shoplifting Addiction
Mr. Shulman Quoted in July 14, 2019 Article on Netflix Series "Trinkets" on Teen Shoplifting
Mr. Shulman Quoted in Vancouver Sun July 24, 2019 Article on Shopping Addiction
Stop Thief! Restaurant Diners Help Themselves to More Than Food!
New 10-minute Video Preview of Forthcoming Online Employee Theft Prevention Course
August 15, 2018 Cover Story on Shoplifting in Detroit Metro Times
Cosmo Journalist Confesses She's A Shopaholic!
You Could Be an Online Shopping Addict!
Men Are Shopaholics, Too! Author Buzz Bissinger Tells All on NBC's Megyn Kelly Show
Plain Thieves or Addicted to The Rush? Mr. Shulman Featured in Recent 3-mINute news clip
Check Out Our Updated Hoarding Disorder Video Archive Webpage!
Samson Shulman Podcast Interview with Jonathan Schwartz: Embezzler to The Stars
Mr. Shulman Quoted About Worldwide Shoplifting Trends In Recent International Online 'zine
Mr. Shulman's Appearance on T.D. Jakes May 12, 2017 Show on Financial Infidelity
Mr. Shulman's 90-Minute Hoarding Presentation
Mr. Shulman Quoted in Recent Online Article on Shopping While Driving
View Unsteal.org Founder Introduce the "Unsteal Box" in TV News Debut
Shopping Addiction Featured on NBC's Megyn Kelly Show Tuesday February 27

UPCOMING SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS & PRESENTATIONS of INTEREST
Thursday October 8, 2020—Mr. Shulman presents “Cluttered Lives, Empty Souls: Compulsive Stealing,
Spending and Hoarding” at The Arthur Miller District Library in Warren, Michigan from 6pm - 7:30pm. Free.
Register through the library.
Sunday October 11, 2020—Mr. Shulman presents “Cluttered Lives, Empty Souls: Compulsive Stealing,
Spending and Hoarding” for Core Learning, Inc. via Zoom video. $54.00 3 CEUs. 1-4pm ET. Contact
sappel@corelearninginc.com for registration.
Thursday October 15, 2020—Mr. Shulman and The Northville, Michigan Public Library presents: A free
pre-Sweetest Day Zoom seminar: Understanding and Using The 5 Love Languages for Yourself and Your
Loved Ones” at 7-8:30pm. Contact Library to Register. Free.

Sunday November 8, 2020—Mr. Shulman presents “Pets Are People, Too! Understanding & Nurturing the
Human-Animal Bond for Personal & Clinical Success” for Core Learning, Inc. via Zoom video. $54.00. 3
CEUs. 1-4pm ET. Contact sappel@corelearninginc.com for registration.
Tuesday November 10, 2020—Mr. Shulman will be giving a 90-minute PowerPoint presentation via Zoom
on shopping addiction and recovery to a Seattle-area chapter of NAPO (National Association of
Professional Organizers). Private group only.
Sunday December 20, 2020—Mr. Shulman presents “How Much Is Enough: Intermediate Level Theory
and Treatment of Hoarding Disorder” for Core Learning, Inc. via Zoom video. $54.00 3 CEUs. 1-4pm ET.
Contact sappel@corelearninginc.com for registration.
Thursday January 28, 2021—Mr. Shulman gives a 90-minute Power Point presentation via Zoom entitled
“Bought Out and $pent! Recovery from Compulsive $hopping and $pending” for the Genesee District
Library (Michigan) from 6-7:30pm. Free. Register through the library.
Thursday May 6, 2021—Mr. Shulman gives a 90-minute Power Point presentation via Zoom entitled
“Cluttered Lives, Empty Souls: Understanding and Treating Hoarding Disorder” for the Genesee District
Library (Michigan) from 6-7:30pm. Free. Register through the library.

FACTS, STATS, QUOTES & MORE!
If there was a trick, there must be a trickster.-- Dorothy Richardson
The trickster's function is to break taboos, create mischief, stir things up. In the end, the trickster gives
people what they really want, some sort of freedom.-- Tom Robbins
Nature conceals her secrets because she is sublime, not because she is a trickster.-- Albert Einstein
Failure is a trickster with a keen sense of irony and cunning. It takes great delight in tripping one when
success is almost within reach. -- Napoleon Hill
All men are frauds. The only difference between them is that some admit it. I myself deny it.-- H.L.
Mencken
The future is a trickster rabbit, full of surprises. Only the past is predictable. --Bobby Goodspeed
The poor wretches have convinced themselves that they are going to be immortal and live for all time,
by worshipping that crucified sophist and living under his laws...they receive these doctrines by tradition,
without any definite evidence. So if any charlatan or trickster comes among them, he quickly acquires
wealth by imposing upon these simple people. -- Lucian
And I think it's because good cons are all based on the victim's need, and the successful con artist is the
one, I guess, who can exploit that. I remember reading something about this, that one of the great traits of
confidence tricksters is the level that they flatter their victim. -- Alfred Molina
Memory is, of course, a trickster. -- Frances Mayes
The white man is going to keep you integration-minded Negroes cooped up here in America, and when you
discover that the white man is a trickster, a devil, that he has no intentions of integrating, then you Negroes
will run wild. -- Malcolm X
Rage was sometimes a useful ally in the heat of a fight, but it was a trickster. It made everything seem
possible. -- Jonathan Maberry
Revolt in whatever way we want, with the spontaneity of the London rioters, with the certainty and
willingness to die of religious fundamentalists or with the twinkling mischief of the trickster... Take to the

streets, together, with the understanding that the feeling that you aren't being heard or seen or represented
isn't psychosis; it's government policy. -- Russell Brand

ITEMS OF INTEREST
Contact Mr. Shulman for More Information
on starting a C.A.S.A. chapter near you!
..................................
ANNOUNCING THE RECENT LAUNCH OF A NEW
150-QUESTION ONLINE SHOPLIFTING ASSESSMENT TOOL
DEVELOPED BY THE SHULMAN CENTER
WITH TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FROM ADE SOLUTIONS IN METRO-DETROIT.
This is a rare and in-depth assessment tool and can be easily accessed online.
It takes about 30 minutes to complete
and can be used by courts, therapists, and those who have shoplifted.
Once the questionnaire is completed and submitted,
you will receive an immediate one-page summary that tells you
how severe a shoplifting problem you have,
what type of shoplifter you are,
and what your risk of reoffending in the future is (low, medium, high, or very high).
See: https://ade.solutions/shoplift.html
Or click here: Shoplifting Assessment
View Mr. Shulman's 2-minute YouTube Video on Shoplifting Addiction:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N7eNcJhwGwc
In 2019 I was contacted by three gentleman from the Baton Rouge and Lafayette, Louisiana area--one from
the criminal justice system. one from addiction-recovery treatment centers, and the other specialized in
developing online learning courses. They commissioned me to develop four online education programs:a
juvenile and an adult shoplifting prevention course; an adult employee theft prevention course; and an
adult identity theft prevention course. These four courses have been live online since mid-2020.
See course information at:
https://cbtclasses.com/course-registration/
In 2018 I was contacted by Turning Point Justice, Inc. out of Boca Raton, Florida and consulted with them
to create an online program to address the epidemic of employee theft--based on my book Biting The Hand
That Feeds and my counseling with theft offenders. Next, I consulted on and co-created an online
shoplifting awareness-prevention program based on my book Something for Nothing. Both programs are
now available for purchase. The employee theft course is available to individuals but was primarily designed
to be marketed to companies and organizations of all kinds. The course has three modules: 1. An
introductory course for all employees (incoming and seasoned); 2. A secondary review course for any
employee who . has committed a minor infraction of dishonesty in the workplace but who is given a second
chance and retains his/her employment; and 3. A special course for any employee who is terminated for
employee theft but will be offered a chance to take this course for his/her own reflection and, possibly, to
receive leniency. The shoplifting course is available to individuals who may be court-ordered to take it or
who may wish to take it voluntarily for self-improvement and, possibly, to receive leniency as well. See
course information at: http://turningpointjustice.com/
Instructions: To request enrollment in an education course by Turning Point Justice, please email:
support@cbtfortheft.com and indicate that you were referred by The Shulman Center. Please be sure to

include your name and phone number for TPJ to get in touch with you.
I am honored and excited to announce that my 2003 book Something for Nothing: Shoplifting Addiction
and Recovery has been translated into Japanese was published on July 9, 2019. I received several copies in
the mail and it is listed on the Japanese version of Amazon.com! I'll have to brush up on my Japanese! We
are discussing a possible trip to Japan later this year to help promote it! Dr. Hiroshi Okuda, a psychiatrist
from Japan who helped me get this book published, visited me in Detroit on September 14, 2019. Tina, my
wife and the creative director of The Shulman Center, and I hope to visit Dr. Okuda in northern Japan in
April/May 2020.
White Collar Crime Support Group
Meets Online on Zoom Monday Evenings Since 2016
7 pm ET, 6 pm CT, 5 pm MT, 4 pm PT
Contact:

Rev. Jeff Grant, J.D., M.Div., Co-founder/Minister, Progressive Prison Ministries, Inc., Greenwich CT &
Nationwide. 203-405-6249, jgrant@prisonist.org, Mailing: PO Box 1, Woodbury, CT 06798
www.prisonist.org
RECO12.COM

Weekly Recovery Open Talks Live Online
(And Recorded for Later Listening)
See: https://www.reco12.com/
Check out new Unsteal.org videoclips...
Confessions of A Repentant Thief
Unsteal Repayment Boxes Now in Stores!
http://www.unsteal.org
Great podcast by my brother Samson Shulman!
Interviews with up 'n coming trailblazers
and their ups 'n downs along their way
http://www.hustlesanctuary.com/
and his new podcast called Connection Is Magic!
https://connectionismagic.com/
April Benson, Ph.D and Stopping Overshopping Text Messaging Program
A guided self help program that is housed on an app called Mentegram.
https://www.shopaholicnomore.com/guided-self-help-for-when-the-urge-strikes/
Sign Up for The Jack Hayes, International Free Quarterly Loss Prevention Newsletter!
http://hayesinternational.com/products/the-hayes-report-on-loss-prevention-newsletter/
Online Course For Shoplifters Helps Them Understand and Stop Stealing
http://web.3rdmilclassrooms.com/courses/court/stoplifting#section-top
Online Course for Understanding and Deterring Employee Theft
http://www.360training.com/hr-ethics-compliance/corporate-compliance/anti-trust-bribery/creatinghonest-theft-free-workplace-course

Monthly Articles of Interest
Your Click on blue hyperlinks
to view full articles/videos:
Fans of Goop And Other Feel-Better Products Beware!
Ads / Products Increasingly Pitch Miracle Cures for Anxiety and Depression
Good Trend or Bad Trend on Student Loan Debt Crisis?
Judge in Colorado Discharges Couple's $200k Student Loan Debt!
Feeling Hopeless... You're Not Alone.
Eric Utne of The Utne Reader Magazine Offers A Way Through It
Science Says Parents of Successful Kids Have Most of These 24 Traits
How Many Do You Have? How About Your Parents?
Okay All Type A Multitaskers (Like Me) Read This!
The (Hidden) Dangers of Doing Too Much!
Animal Hoarding: A Disorder That Often Leads To Sad And Tragic Endings
This Recent Michigan Case of An Affluent Cat Hoarder Is One Such Case
Money Troubles? If Your Financial Advisor or Accountant Can't Help...
It Might Be Time To See A Financial Therapist
Another Discovered Benefit of "Exercising" Your Brain and Mind
Turns Out It Helps Develop Emotional Strength and Resilience, Too!
Feeling Stressed Over All The Changes And Uncertainties In The World?
This New York Times Article Has Some Good Tips on How To Cope!
Baby Makes Three? Four? Five or More Thousand Dollars?
Here's 32 Ways To Save Money When Having A Baby!
Ever Thought About Breaking Up With Plastic?
Here Are The Best Strategies To Cancel (Even For A While) Your Credit Cards
Why Devastating Loss Can Lead Us In The Right Direction
We Might As Well Make Something Good of It
10 False Ideas To Let Go of If You Want To Manifest Your Dreams
And You May Have More Than Just These Ten!
Aging Parents With Lots of Stuff...
And The Children Who Don't Want It!
From "The Crazy Things People Steal" Files: Grease Is The Word
These Thieves Thought They Were Slick But Investigators Kept Them From Slipping Away
Speaking of Stealing Things... Here's A Story of A Thief with A Cause
African Man Steals Back Museum Artifacts Stolen from His Continent
Your Cheatin' Wallet
How To Recognize "Financial Infidelity" And Keep It From Ruining Your Family
One Woman's Journey To Heal Her Own Family Trauma Healed Her Family's As Well

She Could Have Stayed Stuck In Gloom 'n Doom And Shame 'n Blame
Actor Dax Shepard Comes Clean About His Recent Painkiller Pill Relapse
He Had 16 Years Clean But Bravely Recounts How It Unraveled
Now, Here's One of The Most Interesting Men In The World
How Mexico's Richest Billionaire Has Lived A Frugal Life Over The Last 40 Years

This Month's Featured Articles
NO TREATS FOR HALLOWEEN...JUST MORE TRICKS

More Random Thoughts on These Trying Times
(Part 7/Month 7)
by
Terrence Shulman
Another month (#7) in the history books. September is gone and October arrives.
The U.S. has had 7.3 million confirmed Covid cases (up 1.3 million from a month ago) and we've had over
207,000 deaths this year (up almost 20,000 deaths from a month ago).
The U.S. presidential election is just over 30 days away and the first presidential debate earlier this week
was described, even by republican commentators, as "sad," "disappointing," and "unacceptable." CNN
anchors were a bit more colorful, calling it "a shit show" and "a hot mess, inside a dumpster fire inside a
train wreck." I hope the kids weren't watching but for many adults (Including myself0 it was scarier than any
"Hostel" or "Saw" sequel.
And most viewers and pundits alike--regardless of political persuasion--pointed to Donald Trump as the
source of this spectacle.
Perhaps some enjoyed the display for its sordid "entertainment" or were pleased that Joe Biden cleared the
low-bar that many had set for him. But most agree that it was less of a debate than a chaotic brawl... and
that it was a bad sign for American politics and the democratic process.
As The Peanuts' Charlie Brown famously chanted from "The Great Pumpkin" TV classic: "I got a rock!"
Love him or loathe him, Donald Trump is "The Great Pumpkin." And not just because both are orange.
Both are elusive and both captivate the imagination and hypnotize the believer both eventually will make
you feel like a fool for believing. Ask those whose loved ones have died from Covid after believing his claim
it was a hoax. As one family member said: "my father's only pre-existing condition was believing Donald
Trump."
Perhaps it's more accurate to say that Trump is the trickster of all tricksters. Tricksters trick people in
various ways and they're very good at it.
In just the last month several books have been published which further expose him for who he is. The Bob
Woodward book "Rage" has him on tape in February saying that the coronavirus is serious and deadly.
Less than a month later he's calling the virus a "democratic hoax."
More stories and evidence keep emerging.. He's said to have called American servicemen and
servicewomen "losers" and "suckers."
Recently attained tax records show that our patriotic president has paid essentially no federal taxes in
almost 15 years.

And Trump's trickster defense is the repetitive chant: "fake news!" (the press is the enemy of the people."
He's a master projector: he accuses others of lying, cheating, racism, corruption to deflect from his own
sins.
He's a master imitator: he acts like he's religious when he held a Bible in front of a tear-gassed church two
months ago but he's about the most un-religious and unspiritual person one could imagine.
People love him and call him "real" because he says what he thinks. But saying what you think if it's hurtful,
untrue, and inflammatory shouldn't be considered "real" or virtuous.
He is a master snake-oil salesman and uses people for his own benefit and discards them when they're no
longer useful.
Is this the kind of president--the kind of person--we want our children to emulate?
The trickster doesn't play by the rules. And Trump appears to be a master of breaking the rules on many
fronts.
It must be clear even to Trump's supporters that he doesn't respect our democratic principles and it seems
like his supporters don't even care if there's another Civil War and our country is destroyed.
It's as if many of them know he's a "son-of-a-bitch" but "he's our son-of-a-bitch!"
And while many members of Trump's party are enabling and complicit in this "party over country" reverse
patriotism, more republicans than ever have been steadily coming forth to but country over party.
George Orwell, author of the classic dystopian novel "1984" wrote about the dangers of totalitarian lies,
mind-control, and "newspeak" (like Kellyanne Conway's "alternative facts"). Here are some powerful quotes
from that book:
“We know that no one ever seizes power with the intention of relinquishing it.”
“Power is in tearing human minds to pieces and putting them together again in new shapes of your own
choosing.”
"Freedom is the freedom to say that two plus two make four. If that is granted, all else follows.”
May we find a way to come together as a nation before, during, and after the election... no matter how long
it takes to learn the "true outcome."
And life goes on in the meantime.... my 93-year old Uncle Jack in California passed away several days ago
from Parkinson's and, possibly, Covid. His funeral was today. And my 91-year old Uncle Joe who lives just
a couple of miles from me is recovering from successful hernia surgery today.
Life is short, fragile, and precious.
Have a good month... and go out and vote!
A BLAST FROM THE PAST!
A Book Review From 22 Years Ago of
The Overspent American:
 hy We Want What We Don't Need (1998) by Juliet Schor
W
by

Peter T. Kilborn
There must be a reason some Americans have so little sense of themselves that they buy a shirt
emblazoned with Tommy Hilfiger's phony coat of arms. There must be reasons they pay a premium for a

designer lipstick instead of the anonymous equivalent at Walgreen's, buy desert-ready Land Rovers to
commute over asphalt, generate the world's highest per capita volume of trash and, even in today's lush
job-rich economy, pack the bankruptcy courts.
It is not because they need this stuff (if ''need'' still means their lives depend on it). Thorstein Veblen
attributed conspicuous consumption among the rich to a desire to define social positions, and later James
Duesenberry attributed it to ''keeping up with the Joneses.'' In ''The Overspent American,'' Juliet B. Schor, a
Harvard economist, has identified a more recent variation of our materialism, an insidiously ruinous form of
''competitive spending'' and ''competitive acquisition'' that she calls ''the new consumerism.'' Most
Americans -- she excludes the poor and the ultrarich -- are no longer obsessed with the Joneses. They
barely know the Joneses. The Joneses, husband and wife, are away at work, a phenomenon that -- along
with the loss of leisure activity, treated by Schor six years ago in her insightful ''Overworked American'' -provided the seeds of her latest look at ourselves.
Today's Americans, Schor argues, compete for status within ''reference groups'' -- primarily people at the
office, members of their professions, friends or relatives or people of the same religion -- that stretch from
those who are just making it to the very well off. The $30,000-a-year junior marketing manager aspires to
the life style and emblems of the $300,000-a-year senior vice president for marketing. We strive and fall
short, and we feel anxious and poorer.
Schor is on to something plausible here. Starting as children, we compete to consume, and we keep
upping the ante. From the enameled lunch boxes of the 1970's, children have traded up to two pairs of
$150 Air Jordan sneakers, one white, one black. Meanwhile, parents are plotting to entomb themselves in
trophy houses Schor calls McMansions, stuffed with computers, Jacuzzis and restaurant-grade stoves.
What Schor sees is ''a kind of mass 'overspending,' '' by which she means that ''large numbers of
Americans spend more than they say they would like to. . . . That they spend more than they realize they
are spending, and more than is fiscally prudent. And that they spend in ways that are collectively, if not
individually, self-defeating.''
Certainly, Schor's message and her inviting command of the language will strike a chord among many
debt-laden middle-class readers. Her notion of reference-group competition, rooted in impressive polling
and rigorous analysis, is an original contribution to understanding why people are so readily seduced by the
temptation to buy. It is relevant to public policy, too, as she says, because our enormous spending harms
all of us by depleting valuable resources.
But Schor's occasional caveats notwithstanding, she paints us too glibly as spineless sheep. While her
case for competitive consumption is persuasive in explaining the behavior of some, many others buy these
things because of the ways in which, over three centuries, we have built and organized our institutions for
leisure and work. Thoreau didn't have an answering machine, but nor did he have to fend off telemarketers
during dinner. The utopians got by without computers, but a contemporary child without access to a
computer risks burial in the pit of the income gap that Schor rightly laments. We need more than reports of
credit card debt and bankruptcy filings to declare that so many are becoming more profligate. Filings have
climbed in part because of easier access to credit and the waning stigma of bankruptcy. And much
consumer debt has nothing to do with buying things. In examining bankruptcy filings in Little Rock, Ark., last
year, I found that a major cause was medical bills.
Further, Schor's new consumerism may soon become subsumed by a new investorism. The big baby boom
generation, of which Schor takes little account, has spurred much of the rise in spending by simply acting
its age. For two decades baby boomers have been starting families and buying and furnishing homes. Now
they're starting to grapple with college tuitions and investing for retirement, and individual retirement
accounts and 401K plans have been driving up the stock market.
Like any good critic, Schor proposes remedies for our excesses. But here she relies on anecdotes and the
wishful idealism that blooms in the aeries of academia. She thinks she has spotted an encouraging
phenomenon among people ''downshifting'' to lower-paid, less demanding jobs and curbing their appetites
for ''commodified leisure.'' This is hardly new. At the nadir of every recession, business pages fill up with

stories of belt-tightening families who move to Vermont and buy their food in bulk.
Some of the downshifters Schor portrays border on the absurd. Rich Moroni was earning $20,000 a year as
a cook and was chagrined to discover that he couldn't keep up with the style of life and spending of his
preferred reference group -- the lawyers and executives who shared his passion for squash and belonged
to the same health club. ''Here I am,'' he tells Schor, ''around a lot of very motivated upper-middle-class
people, and I was thinking, am I ever going to get there or not?'' Rich woke up, downshifted and quit the
club.
In her final chapter, titled ''Learning Diderot's Lesson: Stopping the Upward Creep of Desire,'' Schor moves
from downshifting to community action. But she downshifts the reader, too, to the level of children. Don't
''become ashamed'' of our unremodeled kitchens, she counsels. ''Organizing a clothing swap among your
friends,'' she suggests, ''is a perfect opportunity for an initial discussion about spending on clothes.'' Then
she takes on that symbol of all symbols of excess and waste -- the riding lawn mower: ''What if you and a
dozen of the families on the street got together and bought a couple of mowers for everyone's use? Call it a
product 'library.' ''
Now really. West of the postage-stamp lawns of Cambridge, Mass., riding mowers are as entrenched as
the church supper. The riding-mower race is the high point of many a town's Fourth of July. She could at
least get a discussion going and maybe the grass cut, too, by proposing a rideable, four-legged community
goat.
Peter T. Kilborn was a national correspondent for The Times, based in Washington.
A LOOMING STORM...
Chapter One of Juliet Schor's 1998 Book
The Overspent American: Why We Want What We Don't Need
by
Juliet Schor
In 1996 a best-selling book entitled The Millionaire Next Door caused a minor sensation. In contrast to the
popular perception of millionaire lifestyles, this book reveals that most millionaires live frugal lives--buying
used cars, purchasing their suits at JC Penney, and shopping for bargains. These very wealthy people feel
no need to let the world know they can afford to live much better than their neighbors.
Millions of other Americans, on the other hand, have a different relationship with spending. What they
acquire and own is tightly bound to their personal identity. Driving a certain type of car, wearing particular
designer labels, living in a certain kind of home, and ordering the right bottle of wine create and support a
particular image of themselves to present to the world.
This is not to say that most Americans make consumer purchases solely to fool others about who they
really are. It is not to say that we are a nation of crass status-seekers. Or that people who purchase more
than they need are simply demonstrating a base materialism, in the sense of valuing material possessions
above all else. But it is to say that, unlike the millionaires next door, who are not driven to use their wealth
to create an attractive image of themselves, many of us are continually comparing our own lifestyle and
possessions to those of a select group of people we respect and want to be like, people whose sense of
what's important in life seems close to our own.
This aspect of our spending is not new--competitive acquisition has long been an American institution. At
the turn of the century, the rich consumed conspicuously. In the early post-World War II decades,
Americans spent to keep up with the Joneses, using their possessions to make the statement that they
were not failing in their careers. But in recent decades, the culture of spending has changed and intensified.
In the old days, our neighbors set the standard for what we had to have. They may have earned a little
more, or a little less, but their incomes and ours were in the same ballpark. Their house down the block,
worth roughly the same as ours, confirmed this. Today the neighbors are no longer the focus of

comparison. How could they be? We may not even know them, much less which restaurants they
patronize, where they vacation, and how much they spent for their living room couch.
For reasons that will become clear, the comparisons we make are no longer restricted to those in our own
general earnings category, or even to those one rung above us on the ladder. Today a person is more likely
to be making comparisons with, or choose as a "reference group," people whose incomes are three, four, or
five times his or her own. The result is that millions of us have become participants in a national culture of
upscale spending. I call it the new consumerism.
Part of what's new is that lifestyle aspirations are now formed by different points of reference. For many of
us, the neighborhood has been replaced by a community of coworkers, people we work alongside and
colleagues in our own and related professions. And while our real-life friends still matter, they have been
joined by our media "friends." (This is true both figuratively and literally--the television show Friends is a
good example of an influential media referent.) We watch the way television families live, we read about the
lifestyles of celebrities and other public figures we admire, and we consciously and unconsciously
assimilate this information. It affects us.
So far so good. We are in a wider world, so we like to know that we are stacking up well against a wider
population group than the people on the block. No harm in that. But as new reference groups form, they are
less likely to comprise people who all earn approximately the same amount of money. And therein lies the
problem. When a person who earns $75,000 a year compares herself to someone earning $90,000, the
comparison is sustainable. It creates some tension, even a striving to do a bit better, to be more successful
in a career. But when a reference group includes people who pull down six or even seven-figure incomes,
that's trouble. When poet-waiters earning $18,000 a year, teachers earning $30,000, and editors and
publishers earning six-figure incomes all aspire to be part of one urban literary referent group, which exerts
pressure to drink the same brand of bottled water and wine, wear similar urban literary clothes, and appoint
apartments with urban literary furniture, those at the lower economic end of the reference group find
themselves in an untenable situation. Even if we choose not to emulate those who spend ostentatiously,
consumer aspirations can be a serious reach.
Advertising and the media have played an important part in stretching out reference groups vertically.
When twenty-somethings can't afford much more than a utilitarian studio but think they should have a New
York apartment to match the ones they see on Friends, they are setting unattainable consumption goals for
themselves, with dissatisfaction as a predictable result. When the children of affluent suburban and
impoverished inner-city households both want the same Tommy Hilfiger logo emblazoned on their chests
and the top-of-the-line Swoosh on their feet, it's a potential disaster. One solution to these problems
emerged on the talk-show circuit recently, championed by a pair of young urban "entry-level" earners: live
the faux life, consuming as if you had a big bank balance.Their strategies? Use your expense account for
private entertainment, date bankers, and sneak into snazzy parties without an invitation. Haven't got the
wardrobe for it? No matter. Charge expensive clothes, wear them with the tags on, and return them the
morning after. Apparently the upscale life is now so worth living that deception, cheating, and theft are a
small price to pay for it.
These are the more dramatic examples. Millions of us face less stark but problematic comparisons every
day. People in one-earner families find themselves trying to live the lifestyle of their two-paycheck friends.
Parents of modest means struggle to pay for the private schooling that others in their reference group have
established as the right thing to do for their children.
Additional problems are created by the accelerating pace of product innovation. To gain broader
distribution for the plethora of new products, manufacturers have gone to lifestyle marketing, targeting their
pitches of upscale items at rich and non-rich alike. Gourmet cereal, a luxurious latte, or bathroom fixtures
that make a statement, the right statement, are offered to people almost everywhere on the economic
spectrum. In fact, through the magic of plastic, anyone can buy designer anything, at the trendiest retail
shop. Or at outlet prices. That's the new consumerism. And its siren call is hard to resist.
The new consumerism is also built on a relentless ratcheting up of standards. If you move into a house with

a fifties kitchen, the presumption is that you will eventually have it redone, because that's a standard that
has now been established. If you didn't have air conditioning in your old car, the presumption is that when
you replace it, the new one will have it. If you haven't been to Europe, the presumption is that you will get
there, because you deserve to get there. And so on. In addition to the proliferation of new products
(computers, cell phones, faxes, and other microelectronics), there is a continual upgrading of old ones-autos and appliances--and a shift to customized, more expensive versions, all leading to a general
expansion of the list of things we have to have. The 1929 home I just moved into has a closet too shallow
to fit a hanger. So the clothes face forward. The real estate agents suggested I solve the "problem" by
turning the study off the bedroom into a walk-in. (Why read when you could be buying clothes?) What we
want grows into what we need, at a sometimes dizzying rate. While politicians continue to tout the middle
class as the heart and soul of American society, for far too many of us being solidly middle-class is no
longer good enough.
Oddly, it doesn't seem as if we're spending wastefully, or even lavishly. Rather, many of us feel we're just
making it, barely able to stay even. But what's remarkable is that this feeling is not restricted to families of
limited income. It's a generalized feeling, one that exists at all levels. Twenty-seven percent of all
households making more than $100,000 a year say they cannot afford to buy everything they really need.
Nearly 20 percent say they "spend nearly all their income on the basic necessities of life." In the $50,000100,000 range, 39 percent and one-third feel this way, respectively. Overall, half the population of the
richest country in the world say they cannot afford everything they really need. And it's not just the poorer
half.
This book is about why: About why so many middle-class Americans feel materially dissatisfied. Why they
walk around with ever-present mental "wish lists" of things to buy or get. How even a six-figure income can
seem inadequate, and why this country saves less than virtually any other nation in the world. It is about
the ways in which, for America's middle classes, "spending becomes you," about how it flatters, enhances,
and defines people in often wonderful ways, but also about how it takes over their lives. My analysis is
based on new research showing that the need to spend whatever it takes to keep current within a chosen
reference group--which may include members of widely disparate resources--drives much purchasing
behavior. It analyzes how standards of belonging socially have changed in recent decades, and how this
change has introduced Americans to highly intensified spending pressures.
And finally, it is about a growing backlash to the consumption culture, a movement of people who are
downshifting--by working less, earning less, and living their consumer lives much more deliberately.
Spending and Social Comparison
I am hardly the first person to have argued that consumption has a comparative, or even competitive
character. Ideas of this sort have a long history within economics, sociology, and other disciplines. In The
Wealth of Nations, Adam Smith observed that even a "creditable day-laborer would be ashamed to appear
in public without a linen shirt" and that leather shoes had become a "necessary of life" in eighteenth-century
England. The most influential work on the subject, however, has been Thorstein Veblen's Theory of the
Leisure Class. Veblen argued that in affluent societies, spending becomes the vehicle through which people
establish social position. The conspicuous display of wealth and leisure is the marker that reveals a man's
income to the outside world. (Wives, by the way, were seen by Veblen as largely ornamental, useful to
display a man's finest purchases--clothes, furs, and jewels.) The rich spent conspicuously as a kind of
personal advertisement, to secure a place in the social hierarchy. Everyone below stood watching and, to
the extent possible, emulating those one notch higher. Consumption was a trickle-down process.
The phenomenon that Veblen identified and described, conspicuous consumption by the rich and the
nouveaux riches, was not new even in his own time. Spending to establish a social position has a long
history. Seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Italian nobles built opulent palaces with beautiful facades
and, within those facades, placed tiles engraved with the words Pro Invidia (To Be Envied). For centuries,
aristocrats passed laws to forbid the nouveaux riches from copying their clothing styles. At the turn of the
century, the wealthy published the menus of their dinner parties in the newspapers. And fifty years ago,
American social climbers bought fake "ancestor portraits" to hang in their libraries.

Veblen's story made a lot of sense for the upper-crust, turn-of-the-century urban world of his day. But by
the 1920s, new developments were afoot. Because productivity and output were growing so rapidly, more
and more people had entered the comfortable middle classes and begun to enjoy substantial discretionary
spending. And this mass prosperity eventually engendered a new socioeconomic phenomenon--a mass
keeping-up process that led to convergence among consumers' acquisition goals and purchasing patterns.
The advent of mass production in the 1920s made possible an outpouring of identical consumer goods that
nearly everybody wanted--and were better able to afford, thanks to declining prices. By the fifties, the
Smiths had to have the Joneses' fully automatic washing machine, vacuum cleaner, and, most of all, the
shiny new Chevrolet parked in the driveway. The story of this period was that people looked to their own
neighborhoods for their spending cues, and the neighbors grew more and more alike in what they had. Like
compared with like and strove to become even more alike.
This phenomenon was chronicled by James Duesenberry, a Harvard economist writing just after the
Second World War. Duesenberry updated Veblen's trickle-down perspective in his classic discussion of
"keeping up with the Joneses." In contrast to Veblen's Vanderbilts, Duesenberry's 1950s Joneses were
middle-class and they lived next door, in suburban USA. Rather than seeking to best their neighbors,
Duesenberry's Smiths mainly wanted to be like them. Although the ad writers urged people to be the first on
the block to own a product, the greater fear in most consumers' minds during this period was that if they
didn't get cracking, they might be the last to get on board.
In addition to Veblen and Duesenberry, a number of distinguished economists have emphasized these
social and comparative processes in their classic accounts of consumer culture--among them, John
Kenneth Galbraith, Fred Hirsch, Tibor Scitovsky, Richard Easterlin, Amartya Sen, Clair Brown, and Robert
Frank. Among the most important of their messages is that consumer satisfaction, and dissatisfaction,
depend less on what a person has in an absolute sense than on socially formed aspirations and
expectations. Indeed, the very term "standard of living" suggests the point: the standard is a social norm.
By the 1970s, social trends were once again altering the nature of comparative consumption. Most obvious
was the entrance of large numbers of married women into the labor force. As the workplace replaced the
coffee klatch and the backyard barbecue as locations of social contact, workplace conversation became a
source for information on who went where for vacation, who was having a deck put on the house, and
whether the kids were going to dance class, summer camp, or karate lessons. But in the workplace, most
employees are exposed to the spending habits of people across a wider economic spectrum, particularly
those employees who work in white-collar settings. They have meetings with people who wear expensive
suits or "real" Swiss watches. They may work with their boss, or their boss's boss, every day and find out a
lot about what they and their families have.
There were also ripple effects on women who didn't have jobs. When many people lived in one-earner
households, incomes throughout the neighborhood tended to be close to each other. As many families
earned two paychecks, however, mothers who stayed at home or worked part-time found themselves
competing with neighbors who could much more easily afford pricey restaurants, piano lessons, and two
new cars. Finally, as Robert Frank and Philip Cook have argued, there has been a shift to a "winner-takeall" society: rewards within occupations have become more unequally distributed. As a group of extremely
high earners emerged within occupation after occupation, they provided a visible, and very elevated, point
of comparison for those who weren't capturing a disproportionate share of the earnings of the group.
Daily exposure to an economically diverse set of people is one reason Americans began engaging in more
upward comparison. A shift in advertising patterns is another. Traditionally advertisers had targeted their
market by earnings, using one medium or another depending on the income group they were trying to
reach. They still do this. But now the huge audiences delivered by television make it the best medium for
reaching just about every financial group. While Forbes readers have a much higher median income than
television viewers, it's possible to reach more wealthy people on television than in the pages of any
magazine, no matter how targeted its readership. A major sports event or an ER episode is likely to deliver
more millionaires and more laborers than a medium aimed solely at either group. That's why you'll find ads
for Lincoln town cars, Mercedes-Benz sports cars, and $50,000 all-terrain vehicles on the Super Bowl

telecast. In the process, painters who earn $25,000 a year are being exposed to buying pressures never
intended for them, and middle-class housewives look at products once found only in the homes of the
wealthy.
Beginning in the 1970s, expert observers were declaring the death of the "belonging" process that had
driven much competitive consumption and arguing that the establishment of an individual identity--rather
than staying current with the Joneses--was becoming the name of the game. The new trend was to
consume in a personal style, with products that signaled your individuality, your personal sense of taste
and distinction. But, of course, you had to be different in the right way. The trick was to create a unique
image through what you had and wore--and what you did not have and would not be seen dead in.
While the observers had identified a new stage in consumer culture, they were right only to a point. People
may no longer have wanted to be just like all others in their socioeconomic class, but their need to measure
up within some idealized group survived. What emerged as the new standards of comparison, however,
were groups that had no direct counterparts in previous times. Marketers call them clusters--groups of
people who share values, orientations, and, most important, lifestyles. Clusters are much smaller than
traditional horizontal economic strata or classes and can thereby satisfy the need for greater individuality in
consumption patterns. "Yuppie" was only the most notorious of these lifestyle cluster groups. There are
also middle Americans, twenty-somethings, upscale urban Asians, top one-percenters, and senior sunseekers. We have radical feminists, comfortable capitalists, young market lions, environmentalists.
Whatever.
Ironically, the shift to individuality produced its own brand of localized conformity. (In chapter 2, I discuss
just how detailed a profile of spending habits marketers can now produce within a cluster.) Apparently lots
of people began wanting the same "individual identity-creating" products. But this predictability, while
perhaps a bit absurd, brought with it no particular financial problem. Seventies consumerism was
manageable. The real problems started in the 1980s as an economic shift sent seismic shocks through the
nation's consumer mentality. Competitive spending intensified. In a very big way.
The Intensification of Competitive Consumption: Feeling Poor When Spending Is Rising
Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, most middle-class Americans were acquiring at a greater rate than any
previous generation of the middle class. And their buying was more upscale. By the end of the 1990s, the
familiar elements of the American dream (a little suburban house with a white picket fence, two cars, and
an annual vacation) have expanded greatly. The size of houses has doubled in less than fifty years, there
are more second homes, automobiles have become increasingly option-packed, middle-income Americans
are doing more pleasure and vacation travel, and expenditures on recreation have more than doubled
since 1980. Over time new items have entered the middle-class lifestyle: a personal computer, education
for the children at a private college, maybe even a private school, designer clothes, a microwave, restaurant
meals, home and automobile air conditioning, and, of course, Michael Jordan's ubiquitous athletic shoes,
about which children and adults both display near-obsession. At a minimum, the average person's spending
increased 30 percent between 1979 and 1995. At a maximum, calculated by taking into account a possible
bias in the consumer price index, the increase was more than twice that, or about 70 percent.
Yet, by the mid-nineties, America was decidedly anxious. Many households felt pessimistic, deprived, or
stuck, apparently more concerned with what they could not afford than with what they already had.
Definitions of the "good life" and even of "the necessities of life" continued to expand, even as people
worried about how they could pay for them. What was going on? The economic trend was a diverging
income distribution. The sociological trend was the upward shift in consumer aspirations and the vertical
stretching out of reference groups. They collided to produce a period of consumer anxiety, frustration, and
dissatisfaction.
The growth of inequality dates back to the 1970s, the beginning of a phenomenal rise in the earnings of the
rich and very rich. Between 1979 and 1989, the top 1 percent of households increased their incomes from
an average of about $280,000 a year to $525,000. (They got a big tax break from Reagan, benefited from
trends in financial markets, and wrote themselves bigger paychecks.) In terms of wealth, they did even

better comparatively, boosting their share of the nation's financial wealth to just under one-half.
The so-called decade of greed was off and running. The rich and super-rich took conspicuous consumption
to new levels, buying Lexuses, Rolexes, Montblanc pens, designer outfits, and art collections. These visible
public excesses reverberated through the upper part of the upper-middle class, which calibrates its success
by the Newport set. To compensate for the growing chasm between their lifestyles and those of the rich
and famous, these upper-middles also began conspicuously acquiring the luxury symbols of the 1980s-buying the high-prestige watches and pens, looking for "puro lino" labels, and leasing luxury vehicles they
often couldn't afford. "Feeling poor on $100,000 a year" articles began appearing in the press.
That might have been that. But the upper-middle group is special. It became the new focal point. The new
consumerism made it so, by orienting aspirations upward in ways I have already described.
By upper-middle-class I mean roughly the top 20 percent of households, with the exclusion of the top few
percent. In 1994 the lower-income cutoff for this group was about $72,000 a year, and its midpoint $91,000.
The top 5 percent of this group--which includes the super-rich--earned on average $254,000. The standard
of living of this upper-middle is now widely watched and emulated. It is the group that defines material
success, luxury, and comfort for nearly every category below it. It is the visible lifestyle to which most
aspiring Americans aspire. Even people earning far less now look up to the lifestyle of the brother-in-law
who's a VP and lives in a gated community, the friends with a center entrance colonial or, if their tastes run
to the urban, a luxury apartment in a prewar doorman building in Manhattan or in Boston's Back Bay. The
average American is now more likely to compare his or her income to the six-figure benchmark in the office
down the corridor or displayed in Tuesday evening prime time. (Even in a relatively affordable town like
Seattle, Frasier's apartment--and view--must cost a bundle.)
And these aspirations play themselves out in the retail sector: the furnishings, attire, and lifestyle
accessories of the upper 20 percent are the prototypes for the less expensive versions found at Macy's,
Sears, WalMart, and K-Mart. (That's what K-Mart's partnership with Martha Stewart is all about.) Pottery
Barn is similar to Williams-Sonoma. Pier 1 looks a lot like Bloomingdale's. Ditto Land's End and Brooks
Brothers. Designers create lower-priced lines that are still far more expensive than the no-names.
By 1991 almost everybody was gazing at the top of the pyramid. According to a study by marketing
professor Susan Fournier, now of Harvard Business School, and her former colleague at the University of
Florida, Michael Guiry, more than one-third (35 percent) of their sample of consumers reported that they
would someday like to be a member of the "really made it" group, a category they identified as representing
the top 6 percent of American society. (Average income for this top group is about $250,000 a year.) Half
the sample (49 percent) identified the "doing very well" group as their aspirational standard, a designation
that referred to the next 12 percent of households. Taken together, 85 percent aspired to be in the top 18
percent of American households. Only 15 percent would be satisfied by "living a comfortable life" or
something less. Only 15 percent would be satisfied ending up as middle-class.
But keeping up with that top quintile is not easy, because they keep getting richer--considerably richer than
the four-fifths of the country that watches them. Between 1979 and 1994, families in the top 20 percent
increased their share of income from 42 percent to 46 percent. Excluding the top 5 percent of that group (in
other words, looking only at families in the 80-95 percent range) the rise was from 26 percent to 27
percent. And the share of income for every group beneath them fell. So four-fifths of Americans were
relegated to earning even less than the people they looked up to, who were now earning and spending
more. And something similar happened within the bottom 80 percent. The top half did much better than the
bottom half, whose comparative (and absolute) position went to hell in a hand basket. As the ordinary
middle class got farther from that four-bedroom colonial or the designer loft in San Francisco, the lowermiddle and working classes fell even farther behind, their dream of owning any kind of home fading into the
far-distant future. As the middle classes started keeping their cars a bit longer, the working class started
having theirs repossessed. All down the line, the gaps between the groups got larger and larger. And the
hopes of many to participate in the new consumer economy were replaced by a daily struggle to survive.

By 1996 only one in four believed that the standard of living would rise in the next five years. Nearly half
the population felt that their children's generation would not enjoy a higher standard of living than their own.
The middle class was shrinking, companies were downsizing at a manic rate, economic pessimism and job
anxiety abounded. Per capita consumption was rising. But consumers' expectations were rising even faster.
Unfortunately the government doesn't collect systematic data on "the American dream and its upscaling."
But there is evidence of a sharp escalation over this period. In 1986 the Roper polling organization asked
Americans how much income they would need to fulfill all their dreams. The answer was $50,000. By 1994
the "dreams-fulfilling" level of income had doubled, from $50,000 to $102,000. Upscaling had definitely
taken hold. Of course, $102,000 is not everyone's dream. In a consumption system premised on
differences, dreams will also differ. And predictably, the higher one's income, the more one must have to
feel fulfilled. Those making more than $50,000 said they would need $200,000 for total fulfillment, while
lower-income people calculated that they would need only about $88,000 a year.
Other surveys also indicate an expansion of desire and expectation. Asked what constitutes "the good life,"
people in 1991 focused far more on material goods and luxuries than they did in 1975. Items more likely to
be part of the good life now than then include a vacation home, a swimming pool, a color TV, a second
color TV, travel abroad, nice clothes, a car, a second car, a home of one's own, a job that pays much more
than the average, and a lot of money. Less likely, or no more likely, to yield the good life, according to
respondents, were a happy marriage, one or more children, an interesting job, and a job that contributes to
the welfare of society. Not surprisingly, by 1991 far fewer Americans thought they had a "very good"
chance of achieving the good life.
Americans' concept of need has also clearly changed. Data from 1973, 1991, and 1996 reveal that a variety
of consumer items are seen as necessities by an increasing number of people. About one-quarter of
Americans consider home computers and answering machines to be necessities, one-third feel the same
way about microwaves, more than 40 percent can't do without auto air conditioning, and just over half say
home air conditioning is essential. VCRs and basic cable, which weren't included in the 1975 survey, are
necessities to 13 and 17 percent of the nation's consumers. The list of things we absolutely have to have is
growing. (Interestingly, one product Americans are less likely to see as necessary in the 1990s is television,
perhaps because substitutes have emerged.)
Throughout the nineties, the moving target of the top 20 percent has continued to move. A mere car now
carries a slightly downscale image, as people shift to sport utility vehicles. The trend includes urban spas,
personal trainers, limousine rides, fancy computer equipment, "professional-quality" everything--from
cookware to sports equipment--and, perhaps most strikingly of all, the "trophy" house, or McMansion.
These showy dwellings, which range from four thousand to twenty-five thousand square feet, are
proliferating around the country. In older suburbs, an existing house will be razed to make way for a larger
one. Outside Boston, in affluent Wellesley, the median size of a new home rose from twenty-nine hundred
to thirty-five hundred square feet between 1986 and 1996, and the number of really big houses (more than
four thousand square feet) quadrupled. Inside McMansion? A range of amenities now considered de rigeur
for affluent families--granite countertops in the kitchen, Jacuzzi, media room or fitness center, enlarged
kitchen and family room areas, a three- or four-car garage, sometimes even a home office and au pair
suite. And, of course, bathrooms. Lots of bathrooms.
It seems that "needs" have been upscaled disproportionately among those with more money. In my survey
at "Telecom," among those who reported dissatisfaction with their incomes, the more they made, the
greater the additional amount needed to reach satisfaction. In the $75,000+ household income category,
nearly two-thirds said they'd need an increase of 50 to 100 percent in their annual incomes to reach
satisfaction, while fewer than 20 percent of those making $30,000 or less would need that much.
Focus groups and interviews with consumers also reveal the upscaling process. Here's downshifter
Jennifer Lawson: "In the fifties, growing up in upstate New York, my parents were considered middle-class
pillars of the community. My father was an accountant. It's a fairly poor rural area, and most people worked
in a factory or waitressed or something. My dad was actually a professional person with a sign out in front.

[My parents] had one car, and they drove it until it fell apart, and then they bought a new one, usually a
station wagon. They had a fairly modest house. We took a vacation as a family for two weeks and rented a
little cabin in Maine. And drove--nobody flew anywhere. I can't remember anyone who had a second car.
Everyone walked everywhere; children certainly didn't have $100 sneakers. It amazes me now that my
younger brother, who still lives there and who has a job that's roughly equal to the job my dad had when I
was growing up ... he has three teenage daughters. And since they were about nine, they've each had their
own color TV, and they have their own CD players, they all have their own telephone lines, because they
complain about calls not being able to get through."
A Merck Family Fund focus-group participant seems less judgmental: "I used to think of the American
dream as the house with the little picket fence and the two-car garage, two kids, and a dog and a cat. If you
look at the old Beaver or the old movies, the family movies, they didn't show these huge mansions." What's
different now? "Just the whole thing of 'more.' I'm not saying that's bad, and I'm not saying I'm not in that
category. I'm just saying that the American dream has ... I think it's expanding."
Thus, the competitive upscale consumption that began in the 1980s, with the attendant expansion of the
American dream, wasn't invented by Nancy Reagan and it wasn't a cultural accident. It was created by the
escalating lifestyles of the most affluent and the need that many others felt to meet that standard,
irrespective of their financial ability to maintain such a lifestyle. If you missed the upscaling in your own
neighborhood and workplace or at the mall, you could watch it on TV. Dallas, L.A. Law, and Beverly Hills
90210 ascended to the television norm, while the appeal of Roseanne's working-class life came out of its
uniqueness on television. The story of the eighties and nineties is that millions of Americans ended the
period having more but feeling poorer. Nearly all the pundits missed this dynamic, recognizing only the
income trends or the spending increases.
But is consumption really a competitive process? If you're like many, you don't necessarily experience it in
this way. (On the other hand, if you've organized a birthday party for middle- or upper-middle-class children
lately, you probably do.) A full answer to this question awaits in chapters 2, through 4, but one point is
worth making here. American consumers are often not conscious of being motivated by social status and
are far more likely to attribute such motives to others than to themselves. We live with high levels of
psychological denial about the connection between our buying habits and the social statements they make.
Most Americans would deny that, by their spending, they are seeking status, in the usual meaning of the
word--looking to position themselves in a higher economic stratum. They might point out that they don't
want everything in sight, that purchases are often highly selective. Indeed, what stands out about much of
the recent spate of spending is its defensive character. Parents worry that their children need computers
and degrees from good colleges to avoid being left behind in the global economy. Children, concerned
about being left out in the here and now, demand shoes, clothes, and video games. (As Jennifer Lawson
said of her teenage nieces, without the right sweatshirts and jeans they will be "ruined in school.")
Increasingly overworked, adults need stress-busting weekends, microwaves, restaurant meals, and takeout
to keep up with their daily lives. But the cost of each of these conveniences adds up.
The Quality-of-Life Squeeze
Not surprisingly, as upscale competitive consumption intensified, family finances deteriorated. One
indicator is the rise of consumer borrowing and credit card spending: through the 1990s, households have
been taking on debt at record levels. And the largest increases have been not among low-income
households, but among those earning $50,000 to $100,000 a year. (Sixty-three percent of these
households are now in credit card debt.) Debt service as a percentage of disposable income now stands at
18 percent, even higher than during the early 1990s recession. Another indicator is the rise in worktime:
average hours of work have risen about 10 percent in the last twenty-five years. To finance their lifestyles,
millions of families also sent a second earner into the workplace, but this created a squeeze on household
work and family time. Despite working all these hours, somewhere between a quarter and 30 percent of
households live paycheck to paycheck. With the margin of error so thin, it is not surprising that personal
bankruptcies are at historic levels.

The national savings rate has also plummeted. The average American household is currently saving only
3.5 percent of its disposable income, about half the rate of a decade and a half ago, before spending
pressures began to intensify. In 1995 only 55 percent of all American households indicated they had done
any saving at all in the previous year. (This figure has fallen, despite the expansion of the economy.) The
French, Germans, Japanese, and Italians save roughly three times what Americans do, and the British and
Dutch more than twice. Even Indian and Chinese households, most of which are dirt poor, manage to save
about a quarter of their paltry yearly incomes.
As a result of low household savings, a substantial fraction of Americans live without an adequate financial
cushion. In 1995 the median value of household financial assets was a mere $9,950. By 1997, well into the
stock market boom, nearly 40 percent of all baby boomers had less than $10,000 saved for retirement.
Indeed, 60 percent of families have so little in the way of financial reserve that they can only sustain their
lifestyles for about a month if they lose their jobs. The next richest 20 percent can only hold out for three
and a half months.
What is perhaps most striking is the extent to which upscaling has undermined savings among the nation's
better-off households. In 1995 one-third of families whose heads were college-educated did no saving. The
vast majority of Americans say they could save more but report themselves unwilling to cut back on what
one study calls "the new essentials." (This unwillingness also appears to be increasing over time.)
Thus, the new consumerism has led to a kind of mass "overspending" within the middle class. By this I
mean that large numbers of Americans spend more than they say they would like to, and more than they
have. That they spend more than they realize they are spending, and more than is fiscally prudent. And
that they spend in ways that are collectively, if not individually, self-defeating. Overspending is how ordinary
Americans cope with the everyday pressures of the new consumerism.
The intensification of competitive spending has affected more than family finances. There is also a
boomerang effect on the public purse and collective consumption. As the pressures on private spending
have escalated, support for public goods, and for paying taxes, has eroded. Education, social services,
public safety, recreation, and culture are being squeezed. The deterioration of public goods then adds even
more pressure to spend privately. People respond to inadequate public services by enrolling their children
in private schools, buying security systems, and spending time at Discovery Zone rather than the local
playground. These personal financial pressures have also reduced many Americans' willingness to support
transfer programs to the poor and near-poor. Coupled with dramatic declines in the earning power of these
latter groups, the result has been a substantial increase in poverty, the deterioration of poor
neighborhoods, and alarming levels of crime and drug use. People with money try to spend their way
around these problems. But that is no solution for these social ills.
One problem with the national discourse is its focus on market exchanges, not quality of life, or social
health. Gross domestic product is the god to which we pray. But GDP is an increasingly poor measure of
well-being: it fails to factor in pollution, parental time with children, the strength of the nation's social fabric,
or the chance of being mugged while walking down the street. The genuine progress indicator, an
admittedly crude but relatively comprehensive measure of the quality of life, has increasingly diverged from
GDP since 1973, and negatively. The index of social health, another alternative measure, has also declined
dramatically since 1976, remaining at record lows through the 1990s. When we count not only our incomes
but also trends in free time, public safety, environmental quality, income distribution, teen suicides, and
child abuse, we find that things have been getting worse for more than twenty years, even though
consumption has been rising.
Jumping off the Bandwagon: Voluntary Downshifters
Of course, not everyone is going along with the new consumerism. Or not forever. The pressures for
upscale consumption, and the work schedules that go along with it, created millions of exhausted,
stressed-out people who started wondering if the cycle of work and spend was really worth it. And some
concluded that it wasn't. So they started downshifting, reducing their hours of work and, in the process,
earning and spending less money.

Downshifters are opting out of excessive consumerism, choosing to have more leisure and balance in their
schedules, a slower pace of life, more time with their kids, more meaningful work, and daily lives that line
up squarely with their deepest values. These are not just fast-track yuppies leaving $200,000 jobs in
Manhattan to settle in Montana, although there are plenty of those. Downshifters can be found at all income
levels, from the comfortable suburbanites whose homes are paid for, to those who are counting every
penny, resigned to the fact that they'll never own a home. Their jobs were leaving them drained, depressed,
or wondering what life is all about. Now they may not have as much money, but they are spending every
day answering that all-important question. And they are much happier. Other downshifters were compulsive
shoppers, mired in credit card debt with little of value to show for it, or caught up in competitive
consumption that had spiraled way above what their means could support. Some are kids, just out of
college, farsighted enough to avoid the blind alleys taken by older siblings or parents.
Downshifters are making a wide variety of work-life changes to bring what they do into synch with who they
are. Many are switching careers. Others are going to part-time work, starting home-based businesses, or
stopping work altogether to raise their kids. The price for doing what they want: they earn less money. For
downshifters from the middle class and below, this usually means big changes. They don't shop much, they
make more of what they need themselves, and they spend less money in the world of commodified leisure.
Their birthday parties don't have magicians or clowns; the kids play pin-the-tail-on-the-donkey and fish for
coins in the bathtub. They go to an in-state camping site instead of Saint Maarten. They drive a seven-yearold car or maybe take the bus to work. Their patronage of restaurants drops off precipitously. They stop
going to first-run movies. But for virtually all of them, these changes are worth it.
There's been a lot of media coverage of downshifting, ranging from the accurate to the hyperbolic,
including a rash of stories about how women are rushing home in droves to be with kids. (I find that
downshifters are no more likely to be women than men, by the way.) What most of the downshifting stories
lack is data. Until this point, our knowledge of this trend has been mainly anecdotal. In chapter 5, I report on
a nationwide survey of downshifters I have conducted.
Of course, this is not the first such movement in our history. We have had Quakers, Shakers,
transcendentalists, and hippies. But these were small, ideologically coherent groups. And these
movements have been much more self-consciously anti-consumerist than most of today's downshifters.
What's different about downshifters is that they are not dropping out. They're not back-to-the-land types.
They don't live together. And they don't share a religion. They don't proscribe all modern acquisitions as
part of a system of belief. By job category, they're actually quite mainstream--nurses and salespeople,
teachers and managers. They're urban and suburban. They may well be the next-door Joneses we've been
keeping up with all these years. And they represent a striking countertrend to the ideology that has
dominated America since European settlement--that of moving up, bettering oneself, rising in the social
order.
Most important, downshifting brings one's lifestyle into correspondence with one's values. And downshifting
is happening because millions of Americans are recognizing that in fact their lives are no longer in synch
with their values, either because they have no time for what they care about most (their children, their
families, their communities, or their personal development), because they can't believe in the work they are
doing, or because the money and the consumption-identity link has started to seem meaningless. For these
reasons, downshifting often involves soul-searching and a coming to consciousness about a life that may
well have been on automatic pilot.
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